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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR CORRECTED FILING RECEIPT

Claims, Fees, and Inventors

In response to your request for a corrected Filing Receipt, the Office is unable to comply with the

request because:

The total number of claims appearing on the Filing Receipt does not include multiple

| |

dependent claims. The total fee appearing on the Filing Receipt includes the cost of multiple

dependent claims that were present at the time the application was filed.

The filing fee is correct. It may include additional claims fees and/or the surcharge under 37
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CFR 1.16(e) for filing an oath/declaration or basic filing fee after the application filing date; or

it may not reflect fees refunded to the applicant that were paid by mistake.

The number of claims reflected on the filing receipt is correct. Upon review of the claims, it
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was found that there was a miscalculation by the applicant. This may be due to improperly

presented multiple dependent claims, typographical error, misnumbering of the claims, or

other oversight. An amendment may be necessary to correct the problem.

The filing fee reflected on the filing receipt is correct. Applicant may have miscalculated the

fees due.

Applicant calculated fees as other than small entity; however, applicant asserted small entity
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status in the application. Therefore, fees were applied as small entity and the remainder was
refunded to the applicant.

r-y-i The difference between the fees paid and the fees due was refunded to the applicant
I—

I and will not be shown on the filing receipt.
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The inventor information may be truncated if the family name consists of more than 50

characters (letters and spaces combined) and if the given name consists of more than 50

characters (letters and spaces combined).

The inventor's residence allows for up to 40 characters (letters and spaces combined).

I

—I The inventor's residence will only include the city and state for U.S. residences or city and
I—

I country for residences outside the U.S. (See MPEP 605.02).

A petition to correct the inventorship is needed to make this change. See 37 CFR 1 .48. For
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non-provisional applications, the petition should be directed to the Director of the examining

group assigned to your application.

Changes made after submission of an executed declaration to the inventor information other
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than correction of typographical errors must be submitted in the form of a substitute

declaration. Change of inventorship requires a petition under 37 CFR 1 .48.

The number of drawings shown on the filing receipt reflects the number of drawing sheets

submitted and is not necessarily equal to the number of figures submitted.

The correspondence address was captured as directed by applicant on filing. If you wish

correspondence to be directed otherwise, please submit a request for a change of address.
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The docket number allows a maximum of 25 characters.

The person signing on behalf of the deceased inventor is reflected on the Filing Receipt as

the legal representative.

I—| The filing date of a parent application cannot be changed by this request. A petition to correct

I—
' the filing date in the parent application is required.
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